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Background
• This research deals with establishing empirical thresholds

Burden of illness Maximal marginal
cost (€) per QALY

0.1- 0.4 € 20,000 per QALY

0.41 - 0.7 € 50.000 per QALY

0.71-1.0 € 80.000 per QALY

Source: National Health Care Institute
(ZIN)

Simple theoretical model: a portfolio approach

NT curve

Threshold
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Estimating marginal benefits of healthcare 
spending in the Netherlands

• Aim: to estimate what an additional euro spend on hospital care is worth in 
terms of extra QALYs

• This could be viewed as cost effectiveness threshold:  new technologies
should at least match the threshold (benefits per euro spend at the 
margin); (otherwise health care becomes less efficient)

• We are interested in the position of the threshold

• Displacement of valuable care or displacement of valuable alternative
spending

Claims data Mortality
data

Mortality
data

Health 
questionnaires

Health 
questionnaires

Spending
per group

Empirical model

Qalys per 
group

Qalys per 
group

Thresholds

How do we estimate thresholds?
Claims (VEKTIS) 2012-2014
CBS mortality records 2010-2015
CBS quality of life 2010-2015

Healthy life expectancy (CBS)
Disease burden (Hoeymans et al., 2014)
EQ5D QALYS (Lamers et al., 2006)
LYOL costs (Van Baal et al., 2011)

Production function specification
Fixed effects panel estimation
Bootstrapped standard errors
Monte Carlo uncertainty modeling

Elasticity expressed in cost per QALY
Per gender, age group and disease group
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7 million patients

• Gender (2)

• 5-year age group (21)

• (ICD-10 based)Disease group (400)

• 11.000+ realistic and workable
patient groups (as male 80-85 
diabetes)

Spending and causality
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From mortality to QALYs
• Each death averted renders healthy life years based on general population

(depending on age group)
• …. Mortality corrected for burden of illness (DALYs) of survivors …. 

(assuming disease with a higher burden generates less healthy life years)
• …. and discounted (1.5%) to disease corrected healthy life years valued at 

the current year… == QALYs

From morbidity to QALYs
• In the most optimal scenario, patients return to the quality of life of non 

patients (those that did not visit a hospital during a particular year)
• EQ-5D (mapped) QoL difference between patients and non-patients is the 

measure of morbibity decrease or QoL gain
• Changes in this QoL difference over time reflect health sector morbidity

gains related/due to extra spending

From Mortality and morbidity to 
QALYs
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Impact discounting on healthy life
years
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Assumptions and Model
• We relate changes in health outcomes (Q) per patient group over time to changes in spending 

(C) for patient groups over time (2012-2014). 

• We define health outcomes per patient group  as an unknown function of Spending and 

number of patients (N) (Need). So we want to know the relation of C on Q conditional 

exogenic health trends ((un)healthy behaviour induces a (un)healthier population, so 

(more)less patients)

• We assume diminishing marginal returns

• We not necessarily assume constant elasticities of substition (as Cobb-Douglas)

• We assume that the production function is behaving normally at relevant intervals

• We assume linearity in the parameters 

• Therefore we choose a translog production function
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Elasticity of spending and Threshold

• The marginal effect of increased spending can therefore be obtained by 
evaluating the outcome elasticity of spending at the arithmetic mean.

• The elasticity of spending (e) is obtained by:

• Next, the marginal effect of extra spending is calculated as a threshold
value at the arithmetric mean:

Results: overall threshold

Elasticity of spending of -0.1561 (If spending increases by 1%, QALYs lost decrease by about 0,16%). 

Translating the mean elasticity of spending to a marginal effect (QALY) at the arithmetic mean results in a threshold of € 
73,626 (at 1.5% discount rate; €66,500 at 0%)

We use bootstrapping to calculate the confidence intervals. We find a 95% confidence interval around the threshold value 
between € 59,178 and €88,076. 

This is consistent over age groups and robust to alternative specifications
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Transformation uncertainty

Results per patient group
• Male vs Female (Effect of longer female longevity?)
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Results per patient group
• Age groups compared (Is there an effect of discounting?)

Results per patient group
• Disease categories compared
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Effect on Health of an additional
spending of €1.000.000

Relevance for Policy
• The National Health Care Institute regards this research as a validation for 

their threshold/reference value (€80.000)
• The National Health Care Institute will use the opportunity cost calculator, 

POINT 1.0 (build on the basis of this results of this study) in  the appraisal 
of expensive medicines 

• Can be used as input for Value based pricing
• This research offers the potential to prioritize hospital care related 

spending (based on marginal benefits per disease category)
• It also offers the potential to prioritize research in disease area’s in the 

hospital sector
• Should we focus on sectoral cost-effectiveness and limit the alternative 

investment opportunities to the specific sector?
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POINT 1.0: input veld

POINT 1.0: output veld
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Discussion
• Demand side: through establishing Willingness To Pay for a QALY gained; 

Research estimates a WTP of between € 13.000 and € 110.000 per QALY 
(Bobinac et al. 2010; Bobinac et al. 2014; Nimdet et al. 2015).

• Supply side; econometric approach using claimsdata, mortality and quality
of life data to determine the marginal benefits of spending; For example
Claxton et al., 2015 find £13.000 per QALY.

• Higher threshold than UK, but (more) consistent with US (Hall & Jones, 
2005), Switzerland (Felder, 2006) and US (Baumgardner, 2018)

• Baumgardner found for neoplasms a range of $69.000-$228.000 per 
additional QALY depending on cancer type

• Consistent with findings of the qualitative study
• Self-fulfilling prophecy (€80.000 at the margin)


